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We, as bereaved parents, help grieving parents and families rebuild their lives following the death of a child.

ENOUGH ANGELS

Blake, our six-year-old son bore
witness to his brother’s death.
Johnny was only four when his body
was smashed by a large truck that
ran over him. To say that Blake and
Johnny were close would be a gross
understatement. They were best
buddies and they never fought. They
had a bond that was unbreakable…
even in death. Blake’s sprit was as
damaged as his brother’s body.

After the accident Ruth and I were inconsolable. We stopped
talking. Blake did his best to take care of his mom and dad.
He began using phrases that Johnny used and do things that
Johnny did in an effort to try and cheer us up. To see this little
boy try and take on this responsibility was sad and painful.
The child psychologist our pediatrician recommended never
gave us specifics about what she and Blake talked about but did
give us suggestions that we would implement. It wasn’t until the
civil trial, when the doctor took the stand, that we heard things
that cut us to the core and made us hurt for Blake because we
were hearing for the first time, in his words, the depth of his
pain.
He never cried, that is, until we took him to see Santa. There
we were at the mall with our new daughter and Blake decked
out in their Christmas clothes. After the picture was taken of
Blake and Kelsey on Santa’s lap my wife took Kelsey. Santa asked
Blake if he’d been a good boy. “No,” Blake responded. “I know
you’re going to talk to G-d tonight. Can you please bring my
brother home? We only had one Johnny and G-d has enough
angels.” Santa began to cry, the ‘elf’ began to cry as well as the
photographer.

Inviting Matt Home
Thanksgiving used to mean sleeping on
the floor with all my cousins as we
waited for grandma to start the
wood stove. Later the tables would
creak under the weights of turkey,
mashed potatoes, yams, three kinds
of pies, and corn from the garden.
Things have changed, but the one
thing that has stayed the same is family
gathering to celebrate another year, to
enjoy the warmth love brings, and to give thanks for all
we have.
But there is an empty chair at my table. It is hard to celebrate
when a child is dead. Not only is he gone but all the hopes
and dreams we had for him are gone. Bitterness comes
easier than gratitude.
We desperately wanted to have Matt and eagerly
anticipated his birth. There is no better day than the day
your kids are born. The thing is being born means we have
to die. There is no escape. Now you can argue all you
want about appropriate times but there are no reversals.
That leaves the choice of celebrating Matt’s life, his joy, his
passion or focusing on his death and the future without
him.
Sometimes it takes an iron will but I choose Matt’s life. His
death was going to happen, had to happen; but his life did
happen. I can celebrate a baby on my chest, walking with
a finger, playing ball in the church parking lot, plays, music,
sports, a wedding. There is a lot to celebrate.

We took him home and when we got there, finally, his tears
flowed. We sat on the couch. We all hugged and let him cry-itout. Unbeknown to him he saved our marriage. We were ready
to split up. We hadn’t so much as even hugged since Easter
Sunday. Blake’s Christmas wish was for his little brother to come
home but what he got was his mom and dad back. It wasn’t a
merry Christmas, but now, at least, the future held promise.

Many of the pilgrims didn’t make it to Thanksgiving. Of
course there was sadness around the table, but we
remember the celebration. So share your stories, your
laughter, even your tears. Today, families gather. Love
warms your room. We give thanks for all our blessings both
present and past. Invite your child home, mention their
name often, and share their life. Our kids want us to be
happy. They want to be a source of celebration not sorrow.
I’m willing to bet that chair isn’t as empty as we thought.

Tom Wyatt, O’Fallon, MO

Keith Swett, Seymour, WI
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Eyn Chaya Kazo!
Bereaved parents are strange creatures. We are different, in some fundamental way, from people who have not shared our
experience. Although we appear normal, perform the daily tasks expected of us, and seem to fit in the society in which we live
we know it is a sham. We know the design of our lives no longer fits a regular pattern. Others do not understand and do not
believe that the changes to our core selves are real and that this new type of creature we feel we have become actually exists.
In October [2011] Israeli scientist Daniel Shectman won the Nobel prize in chemistry. He had revealed that certain crystals do not
link up in the symmetrical pattern that nature demanded. Quasicrystals, he called them, line up in a non-repeating fashion that
was previously thought impossible. “Eyn chaya kazo!” he exclaimed, in his native Hebrew, upon first seeing this phenomenon,
“There can be no such creature!” For many years the scientific community refused to believe quasicrystals existed because it
altered their basic understanding of what a crystal is.
Like the scientists refusing to believe there could be a different kind of crystal, the world we face can’t, or won’t, comprehend
that the patterns of our lives no longer fit a regular plan. We are expected, after a brief mourning period, to return to the life we
lived before; doing jobs, maintaining connections, fulfilling responsibilities. Friends, family and co-workers don’t understand that
although we still look like a crystal we have become quasicrystals— unable to be the reliable, predictable, symmetrical souls we
were before our children died. Even so a quasicrystal can be a beautiful thing. There’s a Nobel prize that says so.
Editor

Beverley Hurley Remembered
On Saturday, Oct 8, 2011 we received the sad
news that Beverley Hurley had lost her 15 month
battle with ovarian cancer. For many of us we have
never known Bereaved Parents of the USA without
Beverley. She was active in BP/USA at one level or
another for 21 years since her daughter Debbie
died. In addition to leading the Tampa Bay Chapter
for over 10 years, she served on the national board
for six years from 2004-2010 -- serving as president
of the board from 2006-2008. Beverley made major
contributions to our national gatherings over the
years, including the gathering held in Tampa back
in 2000. And I know that as leader of the host
chapter, she was looking forward to welcoming us back for the
gathering next year in Tampa.

parents and families rebuild their lives after
the deaths of their children. For me personally
Beverley has been an exceptional source of
inspiration, knowledge, experience, and guidance
in my service on the board of directors. Whenever
I had a question about an issue, wondering how
past boards had handled a problem, Beverley
always provided me with words of wisdom, often
retrieving the exchange of ideas and emails from
the past. I miss her -- we will all miss her -- and
that great big smile that always seemed to grace
her face even when confronted with the greatest
adversities!
Dave Alexander, President
BP/USA Board of Directors

Over the last 21 years Beverley helped hundreds of bereaved
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SHADOWS
You can see it in his eyes when
he’s missing him the most,
It’s hard to feel special in the
shadow of a ghost.
His whole world was shattered
in the blink of an eye,
No big brother should watch
his little brother die.
I love my son as much
as I love his brother,
All of them are special
I couldn’t trade one for the other.
You can see it in his eyes
when it’s hurting him the most.
It’s hard to be a big brother
in the shadow of a ghost.
Tom Wyatt

Grief’s Wardrobe
Take off my jacket with GUILT emblazed
On the back in letters raised.
My vest of anger I drop on the floor.
No need to wear it anymore.
My shoes of pain— what a relief!
Removing them removes the grief.
Glad to shed my socks of sorrow;
Barefoot I’ll face tomorrow.
With pockets full of “won’t be” wishes
I lose my jeans and know what bliss is.
Take off my shirt that has for years
Collected all my falling tears.
Slip off depressing underwear
Naked, now, I do not care
What other people think they see.
From grief, at last, I’ve set me free.
Going forward, now, I must acquire
I find a robe of joy and glee
Try it on, fits perfectly.
It has one pocket on the side.
Memories, there in, reside.
Many years. That’s what it took
Before I could change my look.
The clothes of grief are hard to doff.
You’ll know when to take them off.
Richard Berman

Everyone Needs a Secret Place!
By: Beverley Hurley, BP/USA, Tampa Bay Chapter

Do you have a secret place? I only recently realized how often I go to my secret place and how important
it is to have my own secret place to remember my daughter. When my daughter Debbie first died, I did
not have a secret place. My grief was 24/7 and exposed for the whole world to see. There was no secret to
my grief! Now further along my grief path I know I can decide to go to my secret place where and when
I choose. Sometimes on purpose; sometimes when I least expect it! Perhaps it is at an Airport peoplewatching and remembering our times traveling back and forth during her illness. Possibly it is at a shopping
mall looking at clothes that Debbie would have loved to wear. Perhaps it is watching my grandchildren
playing and remembering when Debbie was that age and had so much fun. Maybe it is at a cocktail party
where no one even knows I had a daughter that died. I love my secret place where I can go to remember
my daughter and others have no idea just how far away I am!
Shhh! It is my secret!!
Beverley died this past October.
She will be missed!
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Opening Doors
I’m standing before a door: beyond it The Meeting takes
place. My hands are trembling. I’m very scared and there
are tears starting to well up in my eyes.
Through the door I can hear voices, even
laughter. This can’t be the right room!
Do they really know my pain? That’s
what I’ve been told. I will never again be
able to laugh like them. Please give me
the strength to do this. We sit together
and each person gives an account of
what has brought them here. There is
so much pain I can barely speak through
my emotions. Yet, they all listen and as
the meeting ends someone touches my
hand.
I’m at the door again. Please give me the
strength to go through. As I take my seat
I see familiar faces. They smile and I try
to smile back. Do they know how hard
this is for me? Was it ever this hard for

them? There are so many sad stories. Maybe they do feel
my pain! I shed more tears. This time I’m able to ask a
few questions through muffled sobs. Still,
they all listen and as the meeting ends,
someone touches my hand.
I’ve prayed for strength many times as I’ve
entered this room. Each time, as stories
are shared, I realize they do know my
pain. I feel stronger now so I can share
without crying. I realize that all along they
were easing their own pain by helping me
through mine.
A new person comes through the door
and takes the seat next to me. The
newcomer sheds many tears as attempts
are made to talk through muffled sobs.
We all listen and as the meeting ends I
touch a hand.
Becky Pritchard, St. Louis, MO

Did You Know They Were Bereaved Parents?
Louis Pasture, raised in modest fashion by humble folk in Dole, France, was gifted
with a brilliant mind. His parents, recognizing his ability, managed to help him secure
scholarships for higher education. His doctoral thesis was on the forms and structures
of crystals [See Eyn Chayo Kazo in this issue]. At the age of thirty-two he discovered the
process that carries his name. Pasteurization involves the use of heat to preserve foods
and to dramatically reduce infection in the operating room. His place in history was
sealed.
Although he continued to work at uncovering the mysteries of chemistry, personal
tragedy stopped him short. His two daughters succumbed to typhoid fever. He spent
countless hours in the lab trying to bury the pain of a broken heart. Overworked and
grief-stricken, Pasteur suffered a stroke that left him partially paralyzed. Nevertheless, he
pressed on.
In 1870 too many wounded soldiers coming home from the Franco-German War were
dying from infections. He convinced the French military medical corps to sterilize their
instruments and bandages to kill microbes. The results were spectacular. A few years later
he developed a method (again with heat) of immunizing animals against anthrax. Next,
he took on rabies. After many years of research he isolated the rabies virus and perfected a method of growing it in rabbits.
Pasteur weakened those viruses and then used them to make a successful inoculation. Rabies was cured.
Bereaved parents understand that staying busy and useful helps them deal with the unrelenting grief. Louis Pasture, on his
death bed, is reported to have said, “One must work; one must work. I have done what I could.” We are fortunate that he did.

Every mile is two in winter….and three in grief.
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Healing Your Grieving Body:
100 Physical Practices for Mourners
Alan D. Wolfelt, PH.D.,
Kirby J. Duvall, M.D
Companion Press, 2009
Not a grief book, but rather a wellness guide for people in the
throes of grief. Doctors Wolfelt and Duvall identify categories
of health that falter when a person suffers a great loss and
then give specific ideas or instructions to make one feel better.
Areas such as: Heart issues (cholesterol levels, blood pressure),
Relaxation needs (time alone, time off, music participation),
Finding enjoyment (laughing, seeking pleasure, acting like
a kid) are all explored. Specific ideas for immediate action are
proffered:
*Put medications in a daily dispenser
*Take a long, hot bath…with bubbles
*Allow others to help
*Get a massage
*Take a day off from responsibility
*Employ soy in your diet
*Use different cooking oil
*Drink more water, less cola
*Stretch your muscles, take a walk, try yoga, tai chi or pilates
*Plant a garden
*Sign up for dance lessons
By implementing the suggestions contained in this volume
anyone finding themselves so deep in sadness that getting
through each day is overwhelming can be helped.

Somewhere Else
You died, but it still hasn’t quite registered in my mind and certainly
not in my heart. I seem to be moving toward some point where it
will all make sense, but that has to be an impossibility. How can
a child’s death ever make sense? I keep asking myself, “Can this
really be true?” I want to be with you, but
I don’t know where you might be.
Wherever it is, it will be without me.
I keep thinking I’ll come home one day
and find you.
That, of course, will never be, but I keep moving toward some
undefined destination; searching in the dark for a place where I
hope to find enlightenment or, at least, understanding. Does such
a place exist?
If you don’t know where you’re going
You might end up somewhere else.
And somewhere else, I suspect, is where this grief will take me. To
get there (where ever that is) I know I must turn my search inward.
Will I find you in my heart?
Richard Berman
Italicized lines from Somewhere Else by Toby Keith

How a Fortune Cookie
Can Heal Grief
Nan Zastrow
Grief Illustrated Press, 2010
This effort by bereaved parent, Nan Zastrow, is not a traditional
grief book. Reading it will not make you feel better or give you
insight. Rather, it is a practical guide offering various ideas (she
calls them ‘gifts of hope’) that if acted on could ease your grief
journey. Some of these ‘gifts’ are intuitive: “Recall a cherished
memory that makes you smile or laugh;” and some are less
obvious: “Volunteer for special Olympics.”
Veterans on this journey have probably discovered many of
these ideas on their own, but if you’re still within the first few
years and looking for tools to get you moving out of the dark
tunnel of grief toward the light of living, then this little book can
help.

I Walked A Mile With Sorrow
Mary S. Cleckley
Centering Corporation, 2006
It is not necessary to read every page of a book in order to
review it for content and quality. I was unable, however, to skip
a single page in Mary Cleckley’s I Walked A Mile With Sorrow.
Her advice on just about every situation, emotion, or thought
a bereaved parent can face is succinct, solid and spot-on. Every
page contains important information. That first year after a child
dies is so emotionally confusing, the newly bereaved will find
this a valuable and useful guide and reference through the
chaos.
Much like a hand-book from work (How do I
report an accident? Who do I call if I’m ill?),
this volume addresses many issues common
to all bereaved parents. Over one hundred
essays on such topics as: On Lighting a Candle,
When Suicide Seems the Answer, Wishful Thinking,
Pictures and Multiple Loss make Ms. Cleckley’s book a must for
any bereaved parent’s or support group’s library.

HOLIDAY CANDLE
The soft glow of a memorial candle, the
blaze from a Menorah, or the practical light
from a lantern all have a special place during
celebrations. Light a memorial candle in honor
of your child at a certain time each day. Spend
a few moments in meditation, reflection or
prayer. Think about how your child added meaning to your life.
Before you retire for the night, blow out the candle and wish
yourself a good night’s rest.

From Holiday Hope, Brenda Zahnley
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Practical Advice
COPING WITH GRIEF DURING THE HOLIDAYS

Give sorrow words; the grief that does not speak
whispers the o’er-fraught heart and bids it
break. ~William Shakespeare
It is no surprise that holidays can
be stressful. There are gifts to
buy at crowded stores, friends
and family to see, parties to
go to (or host), traveling in
possible wintry conditions,
and dealing with possible
financial strain. If you have
suffered a recent loss, the
holidays can become even
more stressful.
Unfortunately, there is no
fool-proof plan for coping
successfully with your grief
over the holidays. Grief is
individual, and what helps heal
one person may not be helpful to
someone else. There is not a right
or a wrong way to handle holidays or
other important family celebrations (e.g.,
birthdays, anniversaries) but there are things
that you may find helpful.
Coping Strategies:
The anticipation of the holiday typically is worse than
the actual day. Plan ahead for how you will handle the
holiday. If appropriate, discuss your plan with family and
friends. You may decide to celebrate a particular event
or holiday different than you usually would, such as by
having a gathering at a different place or traveling instead
of staying at home. You might consider doing something
special in memory of your deceased loved one, such as
setting a place at the table or visiting the gravesite.
Talk to loved ones how they can help you through this
day, keeping in mind that they may be struggling too.
Many people are well-intentioned and want to be helpful
but are unsure how. Don’t pretend to be OK if you are

not. Seek out support.
Educate yourself on the grieving process
and on healthy grieving. You can
read a book, attend a lecture, join
a support group, or go for grief
counseling.
Decide what you can and
can’t do this holiday season.
Maybe you will still send out
Christmas cards but not
as many this year, or you
might forego it altogether.
Or if you typically have
the holiday meal at your
house, you may ask
another family member to
host instead.
Avoid excessive alcohol and/
or medication use. Numbing
the pain may help temporarily
but typically will result in a longer
and more difficult grieving process.
Try to keep yourself as physically healthy as
you can. Keep a regular routine of eating, sleeping
and exercising.
Allow time to feel sad if you need to but let yourself enjoy
the holiday too. This does not take away from your loss or
mean that you did not care for the deceased.
Take some time for yourself if necessary. Holidays can be
overwhelming and grieving can be exhausting. Some
people like being around others while others prefer times
of solitude when grieving. Avoid total isolation though, as
this can lead to depression.
Seek professional assistance if you need it. Some people
find that they can get enough support from family and
friends, but others may need additional help from a
qualified counselor.

If you don’t feel like putting up the large tree, or if you want to do this in addition to
your regular tree: Decorate a small table top tree with your child’s favorite ornaments
and special ornaments you may have to honor their memory or their favorite things and
interests. Use a favorite small blanket or even an article of their clothing for the tree skirt.
Place a picture or two of your child and other children.
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THANKFUL VERSUS THANKLESS
From I walked A Mile With Sorrow,
by: Mary Cleckley, Bereaved Mother, Lawrenceville, GA

This is the time of the year when many bereaved parents
start saying out loud what newly bereaved parents have
been thinking for weeks and weeks, I am really dreading
the holidays. And why not? When your grief is so new you
haven’t had the necessary time to accept life as it is for you
now.
On the other hand there are those of us who have had the
necessary time and the proper support, who are able to
observe the holidays in a less painful way. We have kept some
of those old traditions that warm our hearts and thrown out
those that are either too painful or meaningless now. We
have created a life that doesn’t include someone who was
a vital part of who and what we were. We’re different now,
doing different things because losing a child forces you into
that position if you are to survive in an emotionally healthy
way.
The words thankful and thankless follow one another in the
dictionary; so close together in a book, yet so far apart in

meaning. When you think about it the difference between
the two words is full and less. Like the newly bereaved, those
who have had more time have less in the way of family,
but their lives do still have a fullness. They’ve learned to be
thankful and to appreciate what they have left in the way
of people and memories, more so than they ever thought
possible.
As you approach this Thanksgiving, if you haven’t yet been
able to make your adjustment, I hope you will feel what you
must for now because whatever you are feeling is okay. It
isn’t until you have reached the place in your grief where
the ability to make good choices returns to your life that you
can make some important changes in how you approach the
holidays.
I hope the transition from thankless to thankful will be soon
in coming to you, for that will mean some peace has returned
to your life. Above all, I do wish you peace during this holiday
season. I wish you more of the same in the New Year.
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WE GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGE THE FOLLOWING DONATIONS IN SUPPORT OF OUR MISSION
Dave & Sue Alexander in memory of Jerry
Reynolds

Thomas & Merline Hensley in memory of Jerry
Reynolds

Donald Balster in memory of Linda Horn

David & Beverley Hurley in memory of Jerry
Reynolds

Rodney Carlson in memory of Troy Carlson
The Coeur d’Alene Chapter in memory of our
children
Triss & David Critchfield in memory of their son
Sloan Critchfield
Judith Durham in memory of Andrew Bryan
Krejci
Celeste & Donald Hardy in memory of their son
Brandon Hardy

Lee Ann Hutson in memory of Jerry Reynolds
McNamee Group in memory of the sweet babies
of Carla and John Murray
The Montgomery County IN Chapter in memory
of our children
The St. Louis Chapter in memory of our children
Karen & Lee Story

The Bereaved Parents of the USA is a 501(c)(3) non-profit, self-help, support organization. We do not charge
any fees or dues to our chapters, and our chapters do not charge fees or dues to their members. There are no
fees for any of our services, including this newsletter which is printed and mailed free of charge. To finance
the activities of our national organization, we primarily depend on donations from bereaved parents, the
community we support, our chapters when they are able, and concerned professionals. These donations help
make possible our website, the printing and mailing of this newsletter, postage, printing of brochures, Annual
Gatherings, start-ups for new chapters, and helping BP/USA serve as many bereaved families as possible. We
have no paid staff; all of the work at the national and chapter levels is performed by volunteers. All contributions
go totally to the expenses of our programs and activities.
If you would like to make a donation in support of our mission, please print out this page, provide the information
requested below, and mail it with your check to:
BP/USA
PO Box 95
Park Forest, IL 60466.
Alternatively go to our website at www.bereavedparentsusa.org/BP_Donations.htm where you can make
a donation online using your credit card through PayPal.
Your name: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Your address: ___________________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________________ State: _______ Zipcode: _____________________________
Phone number: ______________________________ Email: _____________________________________________
Amount of gift: $_________________
Gift in memory of: _______________________________________________________________________________

